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154 KILLING INTENT

“You need to stop your gamma! How dare he hurt a royal family!” Corry shouted at Cane, once he 

saw the alpha walked toward them.

The beautiful garden was ruined and the fountain had been destroyed, leaving water splashed 

everywhere, the velvety grass had been pulled to its root, while in the middle of that chaos, a brown 

wolf, which no other than Ethan was growling viciously at five other warriors.

Even though he was outnumbered, but not even once the brown wolf backed down.

On the side, Alan was crying pitifully, cursing, shouting to alpha Gallot’s warriors to kill his gamma. 

He sustained grief injuries, bleeding from his deep wounds on his stomach.

If it was not for Will, who stopped Ethan, this problematic crown prince would have died by now. But, 

Will was not in good condition either, he suffered severe injuries as well.

“How will you explain this to the king!?” Corry approached Cane, because he didn’t say anything. He 

was only staring at the situation before his eyes, calculating everything. “Hey! Did you hear me?!” 

“Scram!” Cane snarled at him, which made the advisor took two steps back. He was scared and for 

a moment, he was stupefied by the intense of anger in his eyes. He even looked scarier than the 

king

himself.

The aura around him shifted and Corry found himself unable to look at him straight in the eyes. In 

the end, the old advisor shrunk back and went to the crown prince, who was still cursing and yelling.

“KILL HIM! KILL THAT BASTARD! I WILL MAKE SURE MY FATHER KNOWS ABOUT THIS! HE 

WILL

SHRED YOU TO PIECES!”

That was right. Ethan could be killed with the accusation of trying to murder the crown. The problem 

was; that was true. Ethan indeed wanted to kill him.

The brown wolf snarled ferociously when one of the warriors made his move on him and tried to 

tackle him down, but Ethan dodged it swiftly and clawed his back instead.

He was in his battle mode and every move that he did was deadly. The experience of battle and 

suffering that he had gone through, couldn’t even compare to these warriors, thus he easily 

outpowered them, even though he was outnumbered.

Not to mention them, even Jace was hard pressed when he had to fight him one on one, though he 

was a rank higher than him.

“Back off!” Cane glared at the Moon Dew’s warriors that surrounded his gamma.

All of them turned their head briefly at him, but then sensing the the alpha from the Howling Wolf 

pack was even more scarier than this unhinged wolf, they backed off.

Cane took a step closer to Ethan, he looked at him deadly in the eyes. “Shift.”

The air felt so heavy, as the tension was so real at this very moment. The onlookers even stopped 

breathing for a second, waiting for what would happen. Would the crazy wolf shifted? Just by one

order?
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